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9% increase in enrollment, 81% increase in student degrees and certificates awarded.
6.5% increase in enrollment, 28% increase in student transfers

2012-13
- CSU TRANSFERS: 333
- UC TRANSFERS: 53
- IN STATE PRIVATE: 60
- OUT OF STATE PRIVATE: 73
- TOTAL TRANSFERS: 465

2013-14
- CSU TRANSFERS: 441
- UC TRANSFERS: 33
- IN STATE PRIVATE: 47
- OUT OF STATE PRIVATE: 77
- TOTAL TRANSFERS: 598

2014-15
- CSU TRANSFERS: 477
- UC TRANSFERS: 53
- IN STATE PRIVATE: 46
- OUT OF STATE PRIVATE: 89
- TOTAL TRANSFERS: 665
AVERAGE TAX RATE PER $100,000 OF ASSESSED VALUE OVER THE LIFE OF THE REFUNDING

BEFORE REFUNDING

- $31.77

AFTER REFUNDING

- $22.95
DEBT REPAYMENT RATIO OVER THE LIFE OF THE REFUNDING

BEFORE REFUNDING: 11.67
AFTER REFUNDING: 3.26
MEASURE H REFUNDING

TOTAL TAX DEBT FOR THE LIFE OF THE REFUNDING

IN MILLIONS

BEFORE REFUNDING

AFTER REFUNDING

$539.8

$365.5

TOTAL DEBT REDUCED BY $175 MILLION
At this time, the Community College District is looking to make classroom and educational facility improvements and is considering placing a facilities improvement bond measure before voters in your community on an upcoming ballot. If the election were held today, would you vote YES in favor of the measure or would you vote NO to oppose the measure?

“To improve the quality of education and job training; provide upgraded college facilities for students with funding that cannot be taken by the state; renovate, modernize, and construct classrooms, labs, and student support facilities; increase student access to modern technology; improve nursing, science, agriculture, and literacy programs; construct/expand libraries; and make handicap accessibility and security improvements, shall Hartnell Community College District issue $170,000,000 of bonds at legal interest rates, include an independent citizens’ oversight committee, and NO money for administrative salaries?”